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Circle the proper noun in each sentence below.  

There is one proper noun in each sentence. 

1. I walked to school on Friday.         

2.  Sarah is my best friend.          

3. We went on holiday to Florida. 

4. Mars is the name of a planet.          

5. My dog, Fred, is very funny. 
 

Complete these sentences by using the proper nouns shown. 

 

 

6. ..................... is a boy’s name. 

7. On ........................ we will get up late. 

8. ...................... is a very big city. 

9. My dad has an old ....................  car.  

Write a sentence of your own and underline any proper nouns you used. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Sunday Ford London George 

Proper nouns are the individual names given to 

people, places or things. Proper nouns always 

begin with a capital letter. 

Tom, France and Monday are proper nouns. 

Draw the planet Mars. 
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Circle the proper noun in each sentence below.  

There is one proper noun in each sentence. 

1. Jim played with his kite.         

2. On Wednesday we are going out.          

3. My birthday is in May. 

4. My friend went to Denmark. 

5. I sit next to Adam. 
 

Complete these sentences by using the proper nouns shown. 

 

 

6. ..................... is six years old. 

7.  ........................ is a rainy month. 

8. I went to an old city called ......................  

9. On  ....................  we are going to school.  

Write a sentence of your own and underline any proper nouns you used. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

York Monday Jack April 

Proper nouns are the individual names given to 

people, places or things. Proper nouns always 

begin with a capital letter. 

Sam, England and Friday are proper nouns. 

Draw a rainy day in 

April. 
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Circle the proper noun in each sentence below.  

There is one proper noun in each sentence. 

1. We went to Italy. 

2. Sally came to tea.          

3. I live in Leeds. 

4. It is sunny in June. 

5. Jez made a cake. 
 

Complete these sentences by using the proper nouns shown. 

 

 

6. On ..................... I go swimming. 

7.  My school is in .................................. . 

8. We have got a ...................... television. 

9. Our car is a  .................... .  

Write a sentence of your own and underline any proper nouns you used. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Sony Mazda Thursday King Street 

Proper nouns are the individual names given to 

people, places or things. Proper nouns always 

begin with a capital letter. 

Sara, Wales and July are proper nouns. 

Draw a Sony television. 
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Circle the proper noun in each sentence below.  

There is one proper noun in each sentence. 

1. I like Emma.         

2. Pandas come from China.          

3. It will soon be March. 

4. Max told me a joke. 

5. I am a fan of Arsenal. 
 

Complete these sentences by using the proper nouns shown. 

 

 

6. My friend .................... is tall. 

7.  I was ill on ....................... . 

8. We had fun at ........................................  

9. We went to  ....................  on the bus.  

Write a sentence of your own and underline any proper nouns you used. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Tuesday Oxford Tom Alton Towers 

Proper nouns are the individual names given to 

people, places or things. Proper nouns always 

begin with a capital letter. 

Sally, Scotland and Saturday are proper nouns. 

Draw a bus going to 

Oxford. 
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Answers 

Page 1 

1. Friday         2. Sarah         3. Florida         4. Mars        5. Fred 

6. George        7. Sunday       8. London        9. Ford 

Page 2 

1. Jim             2. Wednesday       3. May         4. Denmark      5. Adam 

6. Jack            7. April           8. York        9. Monday 

Page 3 

1. Italy             2. Sally              3. Leeds           4. June        5. Jez 

6. Thursday       7. King Street      8. Sony            9. Mazda 

Page 4 

1. Emma          2. China              3. March                  4. Max        5. Arsenal 

6. Tom            7. Tuesday            8. Alton Towers        9. Oxford 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

        


